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Comment on “Phase Diagram of an Impurity
in the Spin-1���2 Chain: Two-Channel Kondo
Effect versus Curie Law”

In a recent Letter [1] an antiferromagnetic (AF) Heisen-
berg �J . 0� spin- 1

2 chain with a two-parametric �J1, J2�
spin- 1

2 impurity (at site 0) has been considered [using
renormalization group (RG), bosonization, and numerical
studies] with the Hamiltonian

H � J
N21X
i�1

�Si
�Si11 1 J1

�S0� �SN 1 �S1� 1 J2
�SN

�S1 . (1)

The authors claimed that they identified all possible fixed
points and classified the renormalization flow between
them. Four fixed points were studied: ON ≠

1
2 with

J1 � J2 � 0; PN11 with J1 � J, J2 � 0; PN ≠
1
2 with

J1 � 0, J2 � J, and ON22 ≠
1
2 with J2 � `. It turns out

that the analysis [1] is incomplete. There exist several
other fixed points (e.g., at J2 � 2`, J1 � 2`, etc.). The
most interesting behavior is in the AF sector J1, J2 $ 0.
Here at least one additional fixed point (which can be
called O0

N22 ≠
1
2 ) exists with J1 � `. The impurity

spin and two neighboring spins are effectively decoupled
from the rest of the chain by an infinite AF interaction.
Therefore this fixed point is stable.

However, it was claimed that the PN11 fixed point is
also stable. There are two possibilities to resolve this
controversy: (i) there exists some other (unstable) fixed
point between PN11 and O0

N22 ≠
1
2 or (ii) the fixed point

PN11 is not stable. Really, one can see that a weak
AF coupling J2 is frustrating. According to [2] a frus-
trated state should always be unstable since renormaliza-
tion typically occurs towards a state with lower ground
state degeneracy. Here we can use the same approach
as in [1]. Using the non-Abelian bosonization �S�x� �
�JL 1 �JR 1 �2�x 3 const 3 tr �sg [1] the effective part
of the impurity Hamiltonian near PN11 can be approxi-
mated as Himp � g

0
2� �JL 1 �JR� �S0 1 g

0
3≠xtr �sg �S0 1 . . . ,

where the first term is marginal and the second is irrele-
vant [1], and to the lowest order g

0
2,3 � �J1 2 J�. Re-

lated RG equations are ≠tg
0
2 � �g0

2�2 2
3
4 �g0

3�2 1 . . . and
≠tg

0
3 � 2

1
2 g

0
3 1 2g

0
2g

0
3 1 . . . (with t being the logarithm

of the RG cutoff). Clearly here (as well as for PN ≠
1
2 ) the

irrelevant coupling constant plays an important role. The
right hand sides of RG equations can be negative or posi-
tive depending on values of g

0
2,3. Hence the PN11 fixed

point can be not stable (saddle) and the renormalization
can be directed from this point to O0

N22 ≠
1
2 .

It turns out that for 0 # J1 # J at J2 � J 2 J1 $ 0
the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) with the additional term
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q

J1J 2 J2
1

�S0� �SN 3 �S1� (square brackets denote
a vector product) is exactly solvable [3]. This latter
term does not change classical equations of motion of
spins (total time derivative). Using the above men-
tioned bosonization [1] one can show that it should
be irrelevant from the usual RG viewpoint (its dimen-
sion is larger than 1). However, the zero-temperature
�T � 0� susceptibility of an impurity for N odd is [3]
finite ximp ~ T21

K � �4
p

e�p7�2J� exp�p
p

�J 2 J1��J1�.
For the same impurity situated at the edge of an
open Heisenberg chain (without three-spin term)
there exists an additional divergent contribution to
the T � 0 susceptibility due to open edges of the
chain xedge �

p
p3�e�4H ln 2�H�

p
p3�e� in an external

magnetic field H. At low T �H ! 0� such a contri-
bution is also T-divergent (cf. [4]), reminiscent of a
two-channel Kondo behavior. For N even the impurity
susceptibility is Curie-like (with logarithmic corrections).
Finite impurity susceptibility at T ! 0 can also be
obtained for an impurity with arbitrary J1 and J2 � 0
in the simpler XX model [5] (it is well-known that the
“easy-plane” anisotropy of a XX model is irrelevant). This
is also in contrast to the results [1,6]. We determine suscep-
tibilities as derivatives of the magnetizations of impurities
and free edges with respect to H (with H ! 0 then).
Probably the reason for such a discrepancy is the different
definition used in [6] ximp � limN!`�xsystem 2 Nx�
because the order of limits T ! 0, H ! 0, and N ! `

is crucial for such problems.
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